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One thing that is very common to make a room look bigger and to add depth is to hang a mirror on
the wall.  However, you do not want to choose just any mirror.  You want a mirror that also serves to
decorate your home and goes with the style.  A Venetian wall mirror is a great choice.

	A Venetian wall mirror that is of high quality will be handmade.  There are imposters that are
handmade but the lack of quality will show.  A quality mirror will have intricate details and each
piece will be unique.  By adding one of these to your home you will have beautiful detail that also
helps to make the room look bigger.  You can also use Venetian wall mirrors for your bathroom
mirror or above your dresser.  This allows the piece to serve a function but also has great style.

	Another great piece to add to your home is a set of mercury glass candlesticks.  Likely you have a
set of candlesticks around that you bring out for special dinners but why not have a very special
piece that will add something extra to your holiday dinners.  Mercury glass candlesticks have a
shine and sparkle that is very unique.  This is gives the rooms that warm feeling you always want to
achieve for the holidays.

	If the Venetian mirror is not your style, you could also elect a colored glass mirror.  They achieve the
same look as a mirror but also add a pop of color.  They have a lovely stained glass feel to them. 
You want to look for actually colored glass, not painted glass.  The colored glass will last for years
while the painted glass may start to chip.

	Another wonderful piece for your home is a floral chandelier.  These also have very intricate and
beautiful detail that is not commonly found.  By hanging this in your bedroom or over your dining
room table you will create a very romantic feeling.  These are also pieces that your guests are
bound to notice when they enter the room.

	There are many options to add unique and special details to your home.  By choosing these quality
pieces, you will give your home a style that is like no other home in your neighborhood.  Your guests
will be enamored with the beautiful decor every time you have a get together.
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